Fisher-Price Rock ‘n Play Sleepers and Kids II Rocking Sleepers

As was widely broadcast a month ago, there were two significant recalls involving infant equipment by the CPSC, this is a reminder of this important recall information.

On April 12, 2019, Fisher-Price issued a recall of all models of Rock ‘n Play Sleepers due to infant fatalities after the infants rolled from their back to their stomach or side while unrestrained or under other circumstances. Here is a link to the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) website regarding the recall: https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2019/Fisher-Price-Recalls-Rock-n-Play-Sleepers-Due-to-Reports-of-Deaths

In addition, on April 26, 2019, Kids II issued a recall of all models of Rocking Sleepers due to infant fatalities after the infants rolled from their back to their stomach or side while unrestrained or under other circumstances. A full list of the names and model numbers affected is included on the website. The list of names and model numbers is extensive for this product. Please make sure you familiarize yourself with the list. Here is a link to the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) website regarding the recall: https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2019/Kids-II-Recalls-All-Rocking-Sleepers-Due-to-Reports-of-Deaths

We are aware that these types of products are widely used in child care programs to provide an alternate space to place an infant while awake. It is very important that child care programs immediately stop using these products due to the potential safety risks.

The CPSC reports that consumers should immediately stop using the product and contact the company for a refund or a voucher.

We encourage anyone to subscribe to the CPSC recall alerts. A link to the subscription sign-up is here: https://www.cpsc.gov/Newsroom/Subscribe/